Undercover Narc Wishes Students Would Make Job Slightly More Difficult
Felony just aren’t what they used to be
By Ms. Suder '17
LAX ENFORCEMENT DEPT.

(ROOT GLEN ON A SUNDAY AFTER-NOON) “Jason Nunz '17 was recently exposed as a narcotics officer after he declared his intention of quitting his top secret Federal Narcotics Department assignment, letting his friends know that he would be ‘dropping out’ soon due to severe job dissatisfaction and frustration-induced migraines.

“I was assigned to go undercover as a college student to find suppliers of controlled substances to morally vulnerable students,” “Nunz’17 explained. “I spent weeks mentally preparing myself to enter the mindset of a hopelessly stressed overachiever desperately looking for a way to feel invincible and emotionally numb on a Saturday night.

“Turns out, I didn’t need to put in that much effort, because this turned out to be a goddamn cake-walk. Everywhere I turn, there’s some sympathetic soul offering me ketamine or benzos or raspberry-flavored roofies or something wacky like that. Who you soul offering me ketamine or benzos or raspberry-flavored roofies or something wacky like that. Who

Diner B Workers Finally Drunk in the Fluency
It’s not exactly a Romance language
By Ms. Dickmeyer ’19
TOLERANCE AND ADAPTABILITY DEPT.

(DINER AT 1 AM) According to their most recent press conference, Diner B workers now feel confident in their comprehension of slurred sentence fragments coming from intoxicated students between the hours of 12-4 AM on the weekends.

“After years of neck-straining and repeating ‘what did you say?’ for the millionth time, we decided it was time to implement a Drunk Language Proficiency Program,” manager Charles Frye said. “To ensure a good model for other workers, I spent spring break in Ireland. I’d love to travel to Russia, but I’m going to have to work up a tolerance for that.”

Deciphering the meal order is the hardest part, according to some workers. “It takes some students more than five minutes to say bacon, egg, & cheese, and even that comes out sounding like br-cen eg-cen.

Bomb Appetit is hoping to bring a一群 of Diner B workers to a week-long retreat over Spring Break to perfect their conversational proficiency with the intoxicated. World-renowned seminar instructors include Captain Morgan, the southern Jack Daniels, and even Mr. Samuel Adams. The bootcamp requires sustained attention and sustained BAC levels. “We’re eager to get a glimpse of what it’s like on the other side of the counter,” rival Hamilton for Sanders club president Sophie Schalist ‘18 said. “They’ve currently got a poor reputation after a belligerently drunk junior’s mouth, other than vomit.”

Bon Appetit is hoping to bring a group of Diner B workers to a week-long retreat over Spring Break to perfect their conversational proficiency with the intoxicated. World-renowned seminar instructors include Captain Morgan, the southern Jack Daniels, and even Mr. Samuel Adams.
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Bomb Appetit is hoping to bring a group of Diner B workers to a week-long retreat over Spring Break to perfect their conversational proficiency with the intoxicated. World-renowned seminar instructors include Captain Morgan, the southern Jack Daniels, and even Mr. Samuel Adams. The bootcamp requires sustained attention and sustained BAC levels. “We’re eager to get a glimpse of what it’s like on the other side of the counter,” rival Hamilton for Sanders club president Sophie Schalist ‘18 said. “They’ve currently got a poor reputation after a belligerently drunk junior’s mouth, other than vomit.”

Bon Appetit is hoping to bring a group of Diner B workers to a week-long retreat over Spring Break to perfect their conversational proficiency with the intoxicated. World-renowned seminar instructors include Captain Morgan, the southern Jack Daniels, and even Mr. Samuel Adams.
When binge drinking gotcha thinking, spread vicious rumors.

Thurston H. Thurston, Jr. ’17
Spiced Rum, Pretentious Craft Beers
Party Hours: 7 PM Thurs. – 4 AM Sun.

Friday Five: Strategies for When You See Your Ex on Campus
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1. Be an Adult About It: Just look them in the eye and give a little nod. You don’t have to pretend you don’t know them. It’s not that big a deal; it’s just—ok, sorry, my roommate’s girlfriend was watching me write. Number 1 is Move, Never Look Back.

2. Show That You’re Over Them: Make them jealous. Grab the nearest eligible pedestrian and proudly proclaim that you are a couple. Ideally, someone wearing the Al Ham costume. Talk about how the Al Ham costume is a much better lover than your ex, and laughs at all your jokes. This is sure to get their blood boiling. If your ex becomes too incensed, see #5.

3. Ask To Get Back Together: Turn a potential awkward moment into a heartfelt memory. Get on your knees and beg, or get on your knees and do some other stuff. Whatever it takes. After your passionate pleas and a tearful reunion, you can be on your way without having seen your ex—because they’re not your ex anymore. Don’t forget to break up with them over text later. Just like last time.

4. Fake Amnesia: It can’t be awkward if you don’t remember dating them! To make it extra convincing, headbutt a wall right before you start talking to them, or convince a passerby to bludgeon your cranium. The resulting bump on your head will look just like a real head injury. With any luck, you’ll even get amnesia for real and forget that you brought this upon yourself! If your ex turns out to really like the new amnesiac you, see #3.

5. Hide: This is pretty self-explanatory. Maybe you scoot behind a potted plant. Maybe you duck into the diner and escape through the back exit. If you’re good at holding your breath, just dive into Little Pond. Honestly, it couldn’t hurt to steal the Al Ham costume and carry it around in case you need to be incognito.


Gulp allows you to rate and review your drunk friends, as well as check the reputation of whoever you’re planning to go out with. Never get stuck on the jitney with an angry drunk again!

Fully researched by Mr. Kraft ’17 without any inspirational creative spark by Ms. Granoff ’18


Gulp allows you to rate and review your drunk friends, as well as check the reputation of whoever you’re planning to go out with. Never get stuck on the jitney with an angry drunk again!

Click here to see similar idiots

Ariadne
2 hours ago
ong thirsty thirsty!!! he is sooo funny last nite we where at diner b and he want up to on e of those old poster things for cokes and was like THIS IS ME and it didn’t look liek him AT ALL and jaqueline and I LITERALLY DIED it was SO FUNNY I love him

Zacharias
1 day ago
Thurston’s an okay guy when he’s drunk but when he’s sober he’s a total ass. Definitely prefer the late-night version. At about 3 am he goes down on one knee and starts singing Barry Manilow songs to everyone on the bridge and you almost forget that during the week he hot glued your hilcarrd into your wallet.

Brunhilda
1 day ago
Not gonna lie. I kinda have a crush on him, he’s so sweet when he’s drunk. He gave me a hash brown once. This is anonymous, right?

Phineas
1 week ago
Yet another cuss nouveau-riche pillock with a propensity for propelling his pungent puke down the stairwell of yours truly’s dormitory not seven hours before yours truly emerges from his chambers for a luxurious shower and his Sunday fry-up only to be obfacently assaulted by the odulous aroma. I have personally witnessed this mound of human waste matter eat his entire bacon mess with a SALAD FORK. Disgusting taste in trousers as well. I shan’t even mention the state of his tie knots.

Paintstakingly researched by Mr. Kraft ’17 without any inspirational creative spark by Ms. Granoff ’18

Face Off: Should I Keep Procrastinating on My Thesis?

Yes—that’s What Spring Break is for

No—Is This What You Want Your Academic Legacy To Be?

According to Dictionary.com, a thesis is “a dissertation on a particular subject in which one has done original research…” (insert bullshit citation here). Do you see the “original research” part in there? That means this is your chance to make your very first contribution to your field. There’s a chance that that grad student at URSA got his data wrong—he doesn’t even have his Ph.D. yet. You could be the that grad student at URSA published a paper where he did exactly what you were doing to. So you’re literally rehashing something that is already thoroughly hashed.

Transcribed by Mr. Wesley ’16
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